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Welcome to PLANet B!
Thank you for following our unique climate change challenge project!
Through PLANet B, we aim to support youth workers and young people across Europe to take
the Climate Change Challenge; by supporting them to develop their critical thinking and
project solving skills, through solving unique Climate Change Challenges!
It has been a busy few months for the PLANet B partners – where we have completed all work
on our Digital Breakout Challenges, uploaded all resources to our online platform; and started
to deliver transnational and local piloting activities to test the resources we have developed.
In this newsletter, you will find out more about how we have engaged youth workers and young
people through a virtual transnational training event; and you will hear about our next steps!

Digital Breakout Training!
To ensure that the PLANet B Digital Breakout
Challenges can reach our youth target group,
all PLANet B partners engaged youth workers
and some young people in testing the Digital
Breakout Challenges at a virtual transnational
training event that was hosted online by The
Rural Hub at the start of February 2022!
This 3-day transnational virtual training event
was hosted on 31st January, until 2nd February
2022. This training event allowed all PLANet B
partners to present their work in developing
the Digital Breakout Challenges, to engage our
end-user target groups of youth workers and
young people in testing these Challenges, and
to elicit vital feedback from these target groups
on the quality of the challenges produced.

At this virtual training, partners presented the PLANet B project, an overview of what a Digital
Breakout Challenge is, and then opened the session to presentations and testing of the Digital
Breakouts!
This was a very positive and engaging virtual learning experience for all partners and
participants. It gave us great insight into how these challenges can help to support young
people to develop their awareness of climate change issues!
All Digital Breakout Challenges are available to access through our bespoke MOOC, developed
by our expert partners, CARDET. To gain access to these resources, please visit:
https://elearning.planetbproject.eu/login/index.php
Register today!

What’s Next for PLANet B?
The PLANet B project will come to an end in May 2022, but before then all partners will deliver
the in-service training programme to local youth workers as part of our national piloting
plans; and we will also host a series of Climate Change Challenge workshops with local young
people to test our resources in our communities.
To find out more about our next steps, please check out our website:
https://planetbproject.eu/en/ and follow us on Facebook:
https://m.facebook.com/Planet-B-108388667627519/?ref=page_internal&__tn__=C-R
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